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Abstract: 

The history of forts in Maharashtra dates back to 
almost 1st century AD. Maharashtra nearly has 70% 
of forts of India. Since ancient times these forts have 
served respected dynasties in various ways. The forts 
have built on Hills, Oceans and on Plateaus. There 
were many purposes behind building the forts but 
common in that was the Security. Physiography is just 
one part but the location of fort is also important in 
this context. How much area can be ruled from these 
forts is also an important issue to look after. These all 
issues will define the strategic importance of the forts 
and its role in the different dynasties.  
A historical geographic information system is a 
geographic information system that may display, 
store and analyse data of past geographies and track 
changes in time. It can be regarded as a subfield of 
historical geography and geographic information 
science. Historians and Archaeologist of the world 
started using GIS in their studies in 1990’s.  
This study gives an account of the geographical side 
of the forts as well as their location importance and 
the selection of sites for the building of the forts. 
These sites are also affected by the passes which 
were used for various purposes and it was important 
to keep an eye on them all the time. So an analysis of 
these passes (Ghats) are also done in this study and 
derived what was the thinking behind choosing 
respected hills to build the forts. Geospatial 
Techniques with their wide scope and variety of 
toolsets gives a perfect platform for the analysis.  
This is an attempt to reveal such importance of these 
forts through GIS techniques. Such studies or 
attempts are not done previously. The geographical 
analyses of these forts have not done before and with 
GIS we get a lot of options to visualize our analysis. So 
the GIS technology also gives us a chance to revive 
these Mountains, Forts and Landscapes. 
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Introduction: 

In the history of Maharashtra, Forts have played an important role. Most of the forts date back to the 

medieval times.  These forts were built on the mighty Sahyadri of Maharashtra as well as on the huge Deccan 

Plateau and also on the Arabian Sea. The purposes of building these forts were different and differed 

according to the surroundings. Security and spying was one of the common reasons. These forts served each 

dynasty differently. Bijapur sultanate used forts just for spying whereas the Maratha Empire used these forts 

to establish their kingdom. 

 

In this study, we tried to reveal the Historical Geography and the importance of the location of the forts, in the 

Bhor region of Pune District. The importance of location was checked on 2 parameters.  

1. Area visibility of Ghats from each fort and relationship between ghats and fort? 

2. Physical Characteristics and accessibility to the fort. 

The strategic importance of these forts has been checked on these parameters. This study will reveal some 

geographical findings about these forts. As there has no study been done previously, the present work was 

undertaken with lot of scope for analysis in this area. Since GIS has a variety of tools that can handle huge 

data, this study was done to validate historical data.  

 

Study Area: 
 
Bhor lies to the Southwest of Pune. It is a south-western border of Pune District. It is divided in 3 parts by the 

river basins of Kanand River and Nira River. Today this area lies under Bhor and Velhe Tehsil of Pune District. 

Some part of Konkan is also analyzed in the study. There are 4 forts in the area. Rajgad and Torna lie in 

Gunjavani-Maval. Rohida and Mohangad lie in Hirdoshi-Maval. 

 

Previously, this area was under Bijapur Sultanate till 1648; later it came under Maratha Empire with Rajgad 

being capital of the empire.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                            Fig.1: Location of the study area. 
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Forts and Its Architectural features: 

 Ghera:  It is the total surrounding area of the fort. This much area can be ruled from the fort. 

 Upper Fort (Balekilla): If an elevated area is present on the flat region of fort, which was secured by 

fortification around it. It is the highest point on the fort. The kings and other important person used to 

have their homes on the upper fort. 

                          Fig.2: Images of Upper fort, Lower fort, Fortification and Lower Fort. 

 

 Fortification (Tat): Taat is a wall which is constructed along the border of the fort. The whole fort was 
surrounded by taat. These walls were tall and quite broad that no one can easily enter into the fort. 
 

 Lower Fort (Machi): It is always based on the lower altitude than actual fort. It was built on a flat 

portion. Lower fort was also secured by fortification. 

 

 Bastion (Buruj): Buruj are built to keep an eye on surrounding area. Sometimes these buruj were 

constructed at the corner of forts or in the direction where a way is coming to the fort.  

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                      Fig.3: Bastion on the left side of the image while Emergency exit on the right side. 
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 Emergency Exit (Chorvat): It is a secret route to fort which was used for intelligence as well as at the 

time of emergency. 

 Gateway (Darwaja): Gateway is built at every entrance of the Fort. These gates used to open at the 

sunrise and were closed at the sunset. 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
                                                            Fig. 4: Darwaja or Gateway 

 
Relationship between Ghats and Forts: 
 
The coastal region of Maharashtra is known as Konkan. From ancient times India had trade relations with 

European countries as well as Arabian countries. Konkan region had many ports to handle the trade activity. 

E.g. Dabhol, Srivardhan, Mahad etc. The markets for the Goods were at the ghat regions. To reach market 

places merchants needed to cross the Sahyadri Mountains to reach the market places. To reach market places 

in ancient times they used various passes to reach the markets. Some passes were big enough to carry horses 

and other useful animals but other small ghats were tough ones and only used by local travelers and not 

merchants. 

 

In medieval times “Bhor” was a market place. Nearest Port to the Bhor was Mahad. Bhor and Mahad were 

connected through “Varandha Ghat”. Which gone through the Hirdoshi-Maval. “Paithan” was another 

important market place.  This place presently lies in Aurangabad District. Merchants entering from Srivardhan, 

Mahad, who wanted to visit “Paithan”, also use to travel through Varandha Ghat. So Varandha Ghat was one 

of the most important trade routes of Maharashtra. 

 

Forts and Ghats: One of the functions of forts was to keep an eye on the ghats. May be this is the reason that, 

forts were used to build at such places from where every part of the ghat is visible. The rulers of the fort were 

used to collect taxes from the merchants who used to cross the Ghats and they use to provide protection to 

the merchants from thieves. In our study area Varandha Ghat was kept under observation from Mohangad, 

Rohida and Torna fort. Mohangad is situated at the border of the Konkan and Plateau region. This fort was 

unnoticed for years and in 2009 Dr. Sachin Joshi found this fort with the help of historical documents and 

satellite imagery. This fort was so useful that the port Mahad along with whole Varandha Ghat is visible from 

this fort. The upper side of the fort used to go parallel with Nira River. This upper part of the fort was visible 

from Rohida Fort. So this was the way that these forts were used to keep an eye on the trade route and 

provide security.  
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The following viewshed map gives an idea. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 Fig.5: Vieshed map of all forts in the study area 

After water availability, the visibility of ghats was considered in the location selection to build a fort. The 

viewshed of Mohangad clearly shows that the primary reason of site selection for Mohangad was its ability to 

keep an eye over Mahad port and whole Varandha Ghat.  

 

There were some other ghats which are also part of the study area. Table of the ghats are as followed. These 

ghats were also important because there was a possibility of enemies using this ghat. So it was important to 

keep an eye over these ghats too. 

Table.1: Ghats and Visibility 

Ghat Name Visibility From Fort 

Madhe Mohangad, Torna 

Shevtya Torna, Rajgad, Mohangad 

Gopya Torna 

Ambenali Torna, Rajgad, Mohangad 

Varandha Torna, Rajgad, Mohangad, Rohida 

Source: Ghatmarg and Choukya, Anand Palande 

Physiography of the Area: 

The Western Ghats in Sanskrit Sahyadri runs parallel to the western coast for about 1600 km in the north 

south direction from the mouth of the Tapi River to Kanyakumari (Cape Camorin). The western slope of 

Sahyadri is steep while the eastern slope is gentle. In the extent of our study area the average height is 661 mt 

MSL and the overall height is ranging from 0 mt MSL to 1410 mt MSL. The highest point is located in the south 
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of Rajgad fort. As of the aspect of Western Ghats the slope in the study area is also directed to the east at 

gentle angle while on the west at steep angle. 

Geologically Western Ghats are the faulted and eroded mountains. Geologic evidence indicates that they were 

formed during the break-up of the supercontinent of Gondwana some 150 million years ago. The outer crust 

of an area is made up mostly of Basalt. Let us see the each fort and its physical characteristic. 

Fort Rajgad: 

Location: 18°14'46.81"N 73°40'56.29"E 

Altitude: 1395 mt. 

This fort is one of the ideal forts geographically and architecturally. This fort has one huge upper fort and 3 

lower forts. The mighty hill is secured by fortification and some of the bastions of the fort were ready with 

canons. With deep valleys from 3 sides and dense forests in the valley and on some parts of fort makes this 

fort even difficult for enemy to attack. Only one way from Pali village, is relatively easier. Rest of other ways to 

fort are too difficult and are unable to carry any huge animals or moving canons, which are required to attack 

this fort. The highest degree slope on this fort is 48 degree. All 4 sides of the valley are quite inaccessible. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                     

   Fig 6: Slope Map and 3D model of Rajgad Fort. 

Fort Torana: 

Location: 18°16'34.73"N 73°37'18.85"E 

Altitude: 1406 mt. 

This is the tallest fort in the study area. It has an upper fort and 2 lower forts. Valleys are quite densely 

covered with vegetation. As mentioned earlier all the ghats in this region are visible from the fort. This fort is 

on the edge of Konkan, so strategically it was important. This fort is also difficult to climb. This is also quite 

inaccessible for moving canons. The advantage of high elevation is that, it can keep an eye on both Konkan 

and desh region. This makes this fort of strategically important. Highest slope is 59.87 degree on northern 

side. Rest of three sides has continuous mountains, so one has to make a long hike to climb the fort. 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fault_(geology)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Erosion
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gondwana
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                                                              Fig. 7: Slope map and 3D model of Torana Fort.  

 

Fort Mohangad: 

Location: 73°37'15.53"E 18° 4'40.38"N 

Altitude: 1100 mt. 

Analysis shows that this fort was built to keep an eye on Varandha Ghat and Konkan region. However this fort 

was important to identify any threats from Konkan region. The western side or Konkan border has a 62.17 

degree slope which makes it almost inaccessible through west side. Other three sides have dense forest. This 

fort was small in size but was quite safe and reliable. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                               Fig. 8: Slope Map and 3D Model of Mohangad Fort 
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Rohida Fort: 

Location: 73°49'17.29"E 18° 6'10.43"N 

Elevation: 1100 mt. 

Rohida fort is not much tall. This fort is important because of its nearness to the Bhor which was a market 

place. Security of Bhor was the responsibility of the soldiers on the Rohida. Rohida lies on an offshoot range of 

Sahyadri. This fort did not have any Upper fort. Except upper part of the Varandha Ghat, no other ghat is 

visible from Rohida, but Rohida can be really useful in keeping an eye on the desh region.  Highest slope is 43 

degree on the west side. This fort is relatively easy to climb but no big animals and canons can climb this fort. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                      Fig.9: Slope Map and 3d Model of Rohida. 

 

The following table shows the overall strategic score of all four forts of the study area. Each fort is given the 

score on 1 to 5 scales. 

Table.2: Score of Forts 

Fort Visibility of Ghats Physical Characteristics Strategically Score 

Rajgad 3 5 4 

Torna 5 4 4.5 

Rohida 2 3 2.5 

Mohangad 4 4 4 

 

This score is calculated on the basis of visibility of ghats and Physical characteristics of the forts. In this analysis 

Torna scores the maximum marks whereas the Rohida scores the lowest marks. Rather than these two 

parameters some other temporal factors affected the location of the forts. As dynasties changed, the use of 

these forts was changed accordingly.  
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These forts had witnessed the history in the past and standing tall in present with pride. They had witnessed 

those furious fights and bravery of our men. Today these forts are describing our glorious history with pride 

and honor. 

 

Conclusions 

1. According to analysis location of Torna Fort is most crucial. 

2. Rohida fort scores lowest marks. But the most important part of the Rohida was its nearness to the 

Bhor. Rohida was also crucial in keeping an eye on the upper part of the Varandha Ghat. 

3. Rajgad Scores the highest marks in physical characteristic. It is the most difficult fort to attack and 

possibly the safest fort in the study area. 

4. Mohangad may have primarily used to keep an eye on Varandha Ghat and then Konkan region. 

5. Visibility map suggests that the Rohida and Rajgad forts were primarily focused on desh 

region and Torna and Mohangad were focused on the Konkan region. 

6. There are 5 ghats in the study area in which Varandha Ghat was the only ghat used for Trade 

Purpose. 

7. These forts were used differently by each dynasty. Bijapur Sultanate used these forts only to 

keep an eye and maintain army while Marathas used the inaccessibility of these forts to 

establish their kingdom. 

8. Torna is the tallest fort in the region and Mohangad and Torna are with the lowest height. 

9. In medieval period Paithan was much bigger Market Place than Bhor. Merchants coming from 

Mahad, Dabhol and Srivardhan ports, used Varandha Ghat to reach Paithan. 
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